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ABSTRACT
Stellar population synthesis models can now reproduce the photometry of old stellar systems (age >
2 Gyr) in the near-infrared (NIR) bands at 3.4 and 4.6µm (WISE W1 & W2 or IRAC 1 & 2). In
this paper we derive stellar mass-to-light ratios for these and optical bands, and confirm that the NIR
M/L shows dramatically reduced sensitivity to both age and metallicity compared to optical bands,
and further, that this behavior leads to significantly more robust stellar masses for quiescent galaxies
with [Fe/H] & –0.5 regardless of star formation history (SFH). We then use realistic early-type galaxy
SFHs and metallicity distributions from the EAGLE simulations of galaxy formation to investigate two
methods to determine the appropriate M/L for a galaxy: 1) We show that the uncertainties introduced
by an unknown SFH can be largely removed using a spectroscopically inferred luminosity-weighted age
and metallicity for the population to select the appropriate single stellar population (SSP) equivalent
M/L. Using this method, the maximum systematic error due to SFH on the M/L of an early-type
galaxy is < 4% at 3.4 µm and typical uncertainties due to errors in the age and metallicity create
scatter of .13%. The equivalent values for optical bands are more than 2-3 times greater, even before
considering uncertainties associated with internal dust extinction. 2) We demonstrate that if the
EAGLE SFHs and metallicities accurately reproduce the true properties of early-type galaxies, the
use of an iterative approach to select a mass dependent M/L can provide even more accurate stellar
masses for early-type galaxies, with typical uncertainties < 9%.
1. INTRODUCTION
Mass appears to be the principle property of galaxies,
and can act as the main parameter determining almost
all other attributes such as star formation rate (e.g. Peng
et al. 2010; Li et al. 2011), assembly history (e.g. Kauff-
mann et al. 2003b), color (e.g. Peng et al. 2010), and
morphology (e.g. Bamford et al. 2009). When discussing
galaxy mass, it is important to differentiate the different
mass components present. Arguably the most fundamen-
tal property is total dynamical mass which encompasses
all baryonic and non-baryonic (i.e. dark matter) compo-
nents. A close second in importance is the total mass
locked up in stars and stellar remnants. Finally, there
are the generally smaller (at z = 0) components of gas
and dust.
Determining the exact quantities of each mass compo-
nent present in a galaxy is a major challenge, with the
robust determination of stellar mass being notoriously
difficult. Fundamentally, all methods to determine the
stellar mass of galaxies rely on the use of stellar pop-
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ulation synthesis (SPS) models to produce estimates of
the amount of light emitted at some wavelength per unit
mass of stars present, i.e. the stellar mass-to-light ratio
(hereafter M/L). At its simplest this can be done as-
suming a galaxy has a single stellar population (SSP)
and using a single photometric bandpass. More sophisti-
cated approaches use multiple photometric bands and/or
spectra in order to attempt to fit more realistic star for-
mation histories and to estimate dust obscuration, and
thereby to decompose the integrated light into the con-
stituent components emitted by each stellar population
separately (see e.g. Bell et al. 2003; Kannappan & Ga-
wiser 2007; da Cunha et al. 2008; Zibetti et al. 2009; Mc-
Dermid et al. 2015; Magris C. et al. 2015 for various im-
plementations and Mitchell et al. 2013 for a detailed ex-
amination of the systematic uncertainties present in this
approach). In effect this results in the fitting of multiple
mass-to-light ratios to each galaxy’s stellar make-up.
However, regardless of the sophistication of the anal-
ysis procedure, all approaches to estimate the stellar
masses of galaxies suffer from several complicating effects
including: 1) the strong age dependence of the spectral
energy distribution of a stellar population that biases the
derived properties towards those of the youngest popu-
lation present, 2) the influence of gas and dust absorp-
tion and emission, 3) the poorly constrained effect of
rare but luminous stellar phases such as thermally pul-
sating asymptotic giant branch stars (TP-AGB), 4) an
imperfect knowledge of the star formation history (and
the associated metallicity evolution) of the galaxy being
studied, and 5) the possible variation of the initial mass
function (IMF) from galaxy to galaxy or even from stellar
population to stellar population within galaxies.
2The study of the stellar emission of galaxies in the
near infra-red has long held promise as a way to re-
duce the influence of many of the effects listed above.
For example, the NIR M/L ratios of old stellar systems
are significantly less affected by unconstrained age vari-
ations than their optical counterparts (e.g. Meidt et al.
2014). In addition, in the NIR the metallicity depen-
dence of the mass-to-light ratio is significantly reduced
relative to that seen in the optical (see e.g. Norris et al.
2014). The NIR is also significantly less influenced by
the presence of obscuring dust and gas as compared to
the optical bands; the V band extinction for example is
a factor of ∼15 times larger than that in the 3.4µm band
assuming a Milky Way-like extinction law (Schlafly &
Finkbeiner 2011; Yuan et al. 2013). Finally, there is ev-
idence that the influence of poorly constrained stellar
phases such as the TP-AGB phase may not be as signif-
icant as previously thought (for example see Gonzalez-
Perez et al. 2014 for a description of the differences in
predicted galaxy luminosity functions resulting from the
use of different TP-AGB prescriptions). In particular
McGaugh & Schombert (2015) find that all objects in
their sample of gas-rich disk galaxies are consistent with
having the same M/L with very small (0.12 dex) scatter
in the IRAC1 (Fazio et al. 2004) band. In this study we
further reduce the confusing influence of TP-AGB stars
by focussing on quiescent galaxies, where the influence
from TP-AGB stars is negligible.
Motivated by the dramatic increase in observations of
galaxies in the 3.4/3.6µm bands due to the large surveys
undertaken by the Spitzer space telescope (e.g. SINGS;
Kennicutt et al. 2003, S4G; Sheth et al. 2010), and the
all-sky WISE mission (Wright et al. 2010), we will quan-
tify the reliability of stellar mass estimates derived from
this photometry. In particular, we are interested in
whether the combination of these NIR photometric ob-
servations with the equally dramatic increase in available
spectroscopic observations of large samples of galaxies
(from e.g. ATLAS3D; Cappellari et al. 2011, SDSS; York
et al. 2000, CALIFA; Sa´nchez et al. 2012) can be used to
significantly improve estimates of stellar mass for older
(age > 2 Gyr) stellar populations.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we dis-
cuss the stellar population models used here. In Section
3 we discuss the effect of star formation history (SFH) on
mass-to-light ratios for a range of simple SFHs. In Sec-
tion 4 we extend this analysis to more realistic SFHs for
simulated early-type galaxies, and we further examine
possible ways to select the appropriate M/L for early-
type galaxies. In Section 5 we discuss the implications
of our work, and finally in Section 6 we provide some
concluding remarks.
2. STELLAR POPULATION MODELS
In this paper we examine the accuracy of the near
infrared bands as stellar mass indicators, in particular
when the NIR photometry can be combined with sim-
ple spectroscopically derived ages and metallicities. To
do this we make use of the stellar population synthesis
models of Bressan et al. (2012, 2013). We use these mod-
els because of the current generation of SPS models they
were found to most accurately reproduce the photome-
try of a large sample of globular clusters and early-type
galaxies (age > 2 Gyr) in Paper I of this series (Norris
et al. 2014).
We convert the output of the SSP models into predic-
tions for the stellar mass-to-light ratio using the prescrip-
tion outlined in Paper I. We use the SSP (i.e. single burst)
models of Bressan et al. (2012, 2013) with a Chabrier
(Chabrier 2003) IMF, which we convert into M/L as-
suming that the fractional mass remaining in stars and
remnants over time follows the tracks presented by Into
& Portinari (2013) for a Kroupa (Kroupa 2001) IMF, as
the Kroupa IMF mass losses are almost identical to those
of a Chabrier IMF (Leitner & Kravtsov 2011).
In Figure 1 we show the predicted M/L variation with
age and metallicity for three photometric bands that have
been posited as accurate proxies for stellar mass; the
NIR K (e.g. Kannappan & Wei 2008) and W1/IRAC1
3.4/3.6µm bands (e.g. Eskew et al. 2012; Meidt et al.
2014; Norris et al. 2014; Ro¨ck et al. 2015), and the opti-
cal R band (e.g. Kannappan et al. 2013). Overplotted on
each panel (as the dashed lines) where available are the
M/L ratios predicted by the models of Maraston (2005)
and the new NIR models of Ro¨ck et al. (2015) for similar
metallicities and a Kroupa IMF for the purpose of com-
parison. The slight variation present between the models
may be considered as indicative of the typical theoretical
uncertainties in the different flavours of SSP models. In
particular, as Ro¨ck et al. (2015) show, the choice of stel-
lar isochrone models can affect the derived M/L at old
ages by ∼10 - 20%. Other potential causes of variation
between the models include differences in the implemen-
tation of stellar phases such as TP-AGB stars. Nev-
ertheless, the close correspondence between our Bressan
et al. (2012, 2013) derived models, and those of Maraston
(2005) and Ro¨ck et al. (2015) for the R, Ks and W1 bands
is heartening, indicating broad agreement for those ages
where the influence of rare but luminous stellar phases is
reduced (i.e. age > 2 Gyr).
From Figure 1 it is clear that the sensitivity of the
M/L to both age and metallicity is dramatically reduced
in the W1 band compared to the behavior in the R band.
In fact, both the Ks and W1 band mass-to-light ratios
show approximately half the sensitivity to age, and have
essentially no dependence on metallicity [Fe/H] > –1 dex
(see also Ro¨ck et al. 2015). This insensitivity to metal-
licity > –1 dex has particularly useful implications for
the study of massive galaxies, since these generally have
metallicities in this range. Unfortunately, in contrast
to the behaviour in the NIR, the R band M/L approxi-
mately doubles when the metallicity is increased from -1
to 0 dex at fixed age and only displays insensitivity to
metallicity at lower metallicities than generally observed
in galaxies.
Also plotted in each panel of Figure 1 is an arrow de-
noting the effect on the measured colors and M/L ratio
if an extinction of 1 magnitude AV is present but uncor-
rected. It is clear that the effect of extinction, which is
already significantly reduced in the Ks band, is further
reduced by a factor of two when moving to the W1 band.
The upper panels of Figure 2 display a smoothed inter-
polated grid of SSP models, showing the dependence of
M/L in the R and W1 bands on age and metallicity. The
almost total independence of the mass-to-light ratio of
W1 on metallicity for metallicities > –1 dex is now even
more obvious. As most large galaxies have metallicities
in excess of this value, this observation has the potential
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Figure 1. The dependence of the mass-to-light ratio in the R (left panel), Ks (central panel), and W1 (right panel) bands vs. optical and
NIR colour as computed using the Bressan et al. (2012, 2013) models for a Chabrier IMF (solid coloured lines and dots) and additionally
using the models of Maraston (2005) (R, I, J and Ks bands: dashed lines) and Ro¨ck et al. (2015) (using their Padova based isochrones for
the W1 and W2 bands: dot-dashed line) for a Kroupa IMF (as no Chabrier version is available for either model set). The Maraston (2005)
model predictions are for [Z/H] = [Fe/H] = +0.35, 0.00, –1.35, –2.25, The Ro¨ck et al. (2015) prediction is given for [Fe/H] = 0.0 and ages 3
to 12 Gyr. The different model predictions are in generally good agreement, though both the Maraston and Ro¨ck models extend to slightly
lower M/L at younger ages than the Bressan based models adopted here. The black arrow in each panel demonstrates the effect of an
extinction of AV = 1 mag on the implied M/L and colour of the SSP assuming the extinction coefficients of Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011).
The reverse colour dependence on metallicity is obvious for the Ks and W1 bands. Also of note is the significant decrease in sensitivity to
age of the M/L for the K and W1 bands as well as the almost total insensitivity to extinction of the W1 band.
to be extremely useful when deriving stellar masses for
such systems. Additionally, as the lower panels of Figure
2 illustrate more clearly (by normalising each M/L grid
to the median of the M/L in each band), for metallicities
typical of galaxies the change in M/L when increasing
age from 2 to 13.5 Gyr is about a factor of 4 in the R
band, but less than a factor of 2 in the W1 band (and
a very similar factor in Ks). This relative insensitivity
to age implies that the M/L of NIR bands should also
benefit from reduced sensitivity to star formation history.
3. THE EFFECT OF STAR FORMATION HISTORY ON
MASS-TO-LIGHT RATIOS
In the preceding section we demonstrated that M/L ra-
tios of the W1 band have several significant advantages
over optical bands and can be useful stellar mass indi-
cators for the simplest stellar populations. However, we
did this using single stellar population models. In reality
most galaxies consist of composite populations formed in
many individual star forming events. As such the stellar
populations of galaxies are a mixture of stars with a po-
tentially wide range of ages and metallicities. In the real
world the usefulness of single mass-to-light ratios derived
from SSPs is therefore not obvious.
There are several potential ways to address the prob-
lem of the composite nature of the stellar populations of
galaxies affecting the measurement of stellar mass. One
widely used approach is to attempt to decompose the
stellar population of a galaxy into its individual com-
ponents, or more accurately into a series of pseudo-SSP
populations that can then be individually multiplied by
their appropriate M/L ratio to give the total stellar mass
(see e.g. McDermid et al. 2015; Norris et al. 2015). This
approach requires significantly higher quality data that
is not available for most current studies and is fraught
with degeneracies in the star formation history parame-
ters that can potentially lead to non-unique solutions.
Another approach is to attempt to marginalise over
the uncertainty in the SFH by comparing the observed
SED/spectra with models that attempt to cover a wide
range of SFHs (Kauffmann et al. 2003a; Zibetti et al.
2009). This method suffers from some of the same prob-
lems associated with approach 1, as well as uncertainties
regarding how well the library of SFHs reproduce those
of real galaxies.
A final potential approach is hinted at by the relative
insensitivity of the NIR bands to both age and metal-
licity, as seen in Figures 1 & 2. In this approach we
first examine the actual sensitivity of the M/L in various
bands to changes in star formation history and attempt
to quantify its importance.
To this end we have computed a range of composite
stellar populations (CSPs) using the SSP models and our
derived M/L ratios described previously. These models
come in two forms, simplistic SFHs designed to illumi-
nate general behavior, and a second set of “realistic”
SFHs derived from the EAGLE galaxy formation sim-
ulations (Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015). We use
simulated galaxies, because no large sample of well con-
strained (i.e. with good age and metallicity resolution)
SFHs exist for observed galaxies, particularly for early-
type galaxies. Principally this is because very few mas-
sive early-type galaxies exist within distances (i.e. within
∼10 Mpc) for which it is possible to resolve their stellar
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Figure 2. Upper Panels: The dependence of the mass-to-light ratio in the R (left) and W1 (right) bands on the age and metallicity
of SSPs, as derived from the models of Bressan et al. (2012, 2013) for a Chabrier IMF. The crosses indicate the exact SSP metallicity
and age combinations available, which were interpolated to produce the maps. Also overplotted are two lines which indicate the ages and
metallicities displayed by globular clusters (typical ages > 9 Gyr, all metallicities) and early-type galaxies (metallicities > –0.5 dex, ages
> 2 Gyr). The very weak dependence of M/L on metallicity for [Fe/H] > –0.5 in the W1 band is apparent at all ages. The opposite is true
for the R band, where the dependency on [Fe/H] is weakest at lower metallicities.
Lower Panels: The relative change in M/L for the R (left) and W1 (right) bands. Each panel has been rescaled by the median of the
mass-to-light ratios in each band (1.92 in the R, and 0.92 in W1). The relative change in M/L for the W1 band is a maximum of a factor
of 2 for ages and metallicities typical of galaxies, while for the R band it is around a factor of 5.
5populations into individual stars. This forces the anal-
ysis of early-type galaxies to be done using integrated
properties, which inevitably leads to significantly larger
uncertainties.
In the case of the simple SFHs, we create our CSPs
by constructing a SFH from a series of pseudo-bursts of
duration 100 Myr, i.e. all stars formed in each 100 Myr
bin are all assigned the same age and metallicity.
For the realistic star formation histories from the EA-
GLE simulations we wish to adequately reproduce the
age and metallicity combinations present in galaxy pop-
ulations, without having to analyse each star particle
individually (the largest galaxies have > 500,000 parti-
cles). We therefore bin the star particles by logarithmic
age and metallicity to provide 41 values of age, with bin
centres from 133 Myr to 13.3 Gyr, and 20 of metallicity
from –4 to +1 dex. We then convert these composite
SFHs into the combined M/L for the whole population
at z = 0, and determine the R band luminosity-weighted
age and metallicity of the composite population. In the
later analysis we assume axiomatically these values are
the same as the luminosity-weighted age and metallicity
that would be derived using spectroscopic methods, such
as line index measurements or full spectral fitting as used
in, for example, the ATLAS3D (Kuntschner et al. 2010;
McDermid et al. 2015) survey. With the luminosity-
weighted age and metallicity we then determine the SSP-
equivalent M/L for the population and compare this to
the true integrated M/L of the simulated galaxy. In or-
der to achieve a more representative comparison with
the observations, where the uncertainties on luminosity-
weighted age and metallicity can be considerable, we run
100 Monte Carlo re-simulations of the data where we
add appropriate measurement errors to the luminosity-
weighted age and metallicity and see what effect this has
on the mismatch between the true and SSP M/L.
The uncertainties on the age and metallicity used in
the Monte Carlo analysis are chosen to match those re-
ported by the ATLAS3D survey (McDermid et al. 2015).
We do this because we make the working assumption
that the luminosity-weighted stellar population ages and
metallicities of our simulated SFHs are equivalent to the
SSP-equivalent ages that would be measured using the
spectroscopic techniques employed by for example the
ATLAS3D survey. Note however, that while this is a
very good assumption for metallicity, it is not always the
case for age (Trager & Somerville 2009), SSP ages greater
than around 4 Gyr do tend to track lumionsity-weighted
age quite well, but at younger ages the correspondence
becomes much weaker. Our choice to use realistic errors
on the derived age and metallicity is important, because,
as expected and Figure 3 demonstrates, the measure-
ment uncertainty on the SSP equivalent age is a function
of age (but approximately a constant fraction, 15-20%,
of the age). This is due to the fact that the primary
age sensitive absorption feature used by the ATLAS3D
survey to determine the age of a stellar population, Hβ,
evolves most rapidly at younger ages. Therefore, for a
fixed signal-to-noise ratio (and hence uncertainty on the
line strength index), the absolute uncertainty on the age
is lower for younger ages. In practice when carrying out
the Monte Carlo analysis, the luminosity-weighted age
(i.e. SSP equivalent) of the full SFH is calculated, then
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Figure 3. The correlation of inferred SSP age and metallicity
with their associated errors for the ATLAS3D galaxy sample as
measured by McDermid et al. (2015). Here we examine only those
galaxies whose quality flag indicated that the data quality was good
(flag = 1) and whose age was found to be less than 14 Gyr. The
dashed line in the lower panel is a linear fit to the data, the corre-
sponding best-fit parameters are shown in the top left of the panel.
As there is no significant trend in the metallicity vs. metallicity er-
ror plot, no fit is made and only the mean value of the metallicity
error is indicated in the upper panel by the dashed line.
the error on that age is determined following the rela-
tion shown in Figure 3. This means that the uncertainty
on an SSP equivalent age drops from around ±2 Gyr at
12 Gyr, to around ±0.25 Gyr at 2 Gyr. In contrast to
the situation for the measured SSP equivalent ages, the
SSP equivalent metallicities from the ATLAS3D survey
are found to have errors that are approximately indepen-
dent of metallicity (and age). Therefore a fixed uncer-
tainty of 0.052 dex is applied to the luminosity-weighted
metallicity during the Monte Carlo analysis.
3.1. Single Burst Star Formation Histories
The simplest possible SFH is a single burst population
with a single metallicity, such as those often assumed for
compact stellar systems such as globular clusters (see e.g.
Kuntschner et al. 2002; Puzia et al. 2005; Norris et al.
62008). Figure 4 shows the behaviour of the true M/L
to SSP M/L ratio as a function of the age of the single
burst, for both the R and W1 bands. As expected for
such a simple SFH, both the R and W1 SSP M/L ra-
tios accurately reproduce the true M/L in the sense that
the ratio M/LTrue to M/LSSP is indistinguishable from
unity. Furthermore, this figure also demonstrates that
the decreased sensitivity of W1 to age described in Sec-
tion 2 leads to a corresponding decrease in the scatter
of the M/LTrue to M/LSSP ratio, which is reduced in the
W1 band by around 50% compared to R, to a statistical
uncertainty of less than 10% at all ages. Obviously, it is
not surprising that we are able to recover the M/L ra-
tio of an input SSP accurately. However, this plot does
demonstrate the absolute minimum uncertainty obtain-
able on the derived M/L ratio under the assumption of a
true SSP, in the absence of dust, and with only random
uncertainties on the age and metallicity described in the
previous section.
3.2. Constant Star Formation Histories
The next step towards a more realistic SFH for a galaxy
is to include populations with a range of ages. Figure 5
shows a constant SFH, with stars being formed at a con-
stant rate from 14 to 2 Gyr with constant metallicity. In
this figure we can see that for the constant SFH the true
M/L to SSP M/L ratio is not unity for either filter, but
that the W1 band does do a better job of matching the
true M/L and still with reduced scatter relative to the R
band. Repeating the procedure for different metallicities
yields similar results: in all cases the W1 band SSP M/L
is significantly closer to the true value with lower scatter
than for the R band. A further feature common to all
constant SFHs is that it is clear that the spread in the
derived M/LTrue to M/LSSP ratio is slightly asymmetric,
with the median ratio indicating that in most cases the
Monte Carlo simulations show that the SSP M/L over-
estimates the true M/L, while the tail indicates that a
significant fraction of SSP models underestimate the true
M/L. Part of the asymmetry reflects the asymmetry in
the luminosity evolution of a stellar population; an error
towards younger ages has a larger effect on the M/L than
an equal error (in linear age) towards older ages.
Another step towards increasing realism is to include
metallicity evolution. Due to enrichment of the inter
stellar medium by supernovae and stellar mass loss, sub-
sequent generations of stars are typically more metal-rich
than than those that preceded them, although the accre-
tion of fresh, low-metallicity gas from the inter galactic
medium can complicate this picture. We have experi-
mented with a range of constant and exponentially de-
clining SFHs (with τ of 1, 2 and 4 Gyr ), with variable
metal enrichment (constant or monotonically increasing).
We find that in common with the cases above, the W1
band SSP M/L is almost always closer to the true M/L
and always has lower scatter than the R band SSP M/L.
The few cases where the R band does provide a better
match to the true M/L result from SFHs which, while
not technically unphysical, are not seen in the real Uni-
verse, i.e. an exponentially declining star formation his-
tory with a monotonically smoothly increasing metallic-
ity that takes 14 Gyr to get from –2 dex to solar. How-
ever, a common occurrence with the models is for a slight,
possibly systematic, mismatch between the SSP and the
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Figure 4. The ratio of the True M/L to the luminosity-weighted
SSP-equivalent M/L for single burst models with age between 13
and 2 Gyr. The red and blue lines (with black edges for visibility)
show the median of the ratios for the W1 and R band respectively.
As expected for such simple models, the SSP M/L reproduces the
true M/L for all ages (i.e. the ratio is very close to unity for all
ages and both bands). The shaded regions indicate the 1-σ scatter
(∼14 and 9% for R and W1 respectively) based on 500 Monte
Carlo simulations for each burst where the scatter is produced by
assuming realistic observational uncertainties on the luminosity-
weighted age and metallicity used to determine the SSP M/L (see
Section 3). Errors on the measured luminosity are assumed to be
negligible for this analysis.
true M/L. In order to examine this point further it is
necessary to examine more realistic SFHs.
3.3. “Realistic” Star Formation Histories
In this section we make use of the EAGLE simula-
tions to examine the effect of more realistic SFHs on
the derived M/L. The EAGLE simulations comprise a
set of hydrodynamical simulations of cosmologically rep-
resentative volumes of the Universe with prescriptions
for various forms of stellar and AGN feedback. Here we
use the largest (in terms of volume and particle number)
EAGLE simulation, i.e. model Ref-L100N1504, which
consists of a 100 Mpc3 volume, which yields more than
325,000 galaxies with total stellar mass greater than 109.5
M at z = 0. This large sample of simulated galax-
ies broadly reproduces many observed properties of the
galaxy population, including; the stellar mass function,
passive galaxy fraction, and most critically for us, the
mass-metallicity relation (Schaye et al. 2015). In addi-
tion, EAGLE broadly reproduces the observed evolution
of the galaxy mass function (Furlong et al. 2015) and the
observed bi-modality of galaxy colours (Trayford et al.
2015). Furthermore, the simulations have the benefit
that they track the formation of every star particle (each
of which has a mass of approximately 106 M and can be
treated as an SSP), whether it formed initially within the
most massive progenitor of the z=0 galaxy, or within an
initially separate galaxy that was accreted by z=0. This
means that the derived SFHs are much closer to those
of real early-type galaxies (which are believed to form
through a two phase build up; see e.g. Oser et al. 2010),
than the simple toy models we have discussed so far.
Figure 6 shows the SFH and metallicity enrichment
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Figure 5. A toy model of a constant SFH from 14 to 2 Gyr at constant metallicity. LeftLowerPanel : Mass of stars formed per 100
Myr (black line), mass of stars and remnants remaining at z = 0 (grey line). LeftMiddlePanel : The luminosity from each 100 Myr
bin at z = 0 for the R (blue) and W1 (red) bands. LeftUpperPanel : The M/L ratio of each 100 Myr bin at z = 0 for both bands.
RightLowerPanel : The cumulative mass fraction against time for the SFH. The dashed lines show the age when 50 and 95% of the
stellar mass was in place. RightMiddlePanel : The specific star formation rate (stellar mass formed per bin divided by total stellar mass)
of the SFH. RightUpperPanel : The metallicity distribution of the SFH (black line). The blue and red circles are, respectively, the R
and W1 band luminosity-weighted age and metallicity of the full population. CentralPanel : Histogram of the true M/L divided by the
M/L of the SSP with age and metallicity equal to the R-band luminosity-weighted average age and metallicity of the population. The blue
histogram is for the R band and the red for the W1 respectively. In both cases the the age and metallicity used to derive the SSP M/L is
the R band luminosity-weighted age and metallicity, as this is closest to what is used observationally, and the difference between the two
is negligible anyway (see the red and blue circles in the top right panel). The spread arises because we have carried out 100 Monte Carlo
simulations where the true luminosity-weighted age and metallicity has been altered by the typical measurement uncertainties described
in Section 3. The red and blue curves are the best fit Gaussians to the distributions and highlight the slightly asymmetric nature of the
distributions caused by the fact that under- and over-estimated ages do not lead to equal changes in M/L due to the evolution of M/L with
time. The text in the upper right shows the median ratio of the True M/L to the SSP M/L along with the 1-σ scatter in each distribution.
history of one such simulated galaxy, in this case one of
the more massive galaxies in the simulation with M? =
6 × 1011 M. From examination of the bursty nature
of the SFH (bottom left panel) and complex metallicity
evolution (upper right panel), it is immediately obvious
that the evolution of this galaxy is much more realistic
than the toy models examined previously. The metal-
licity evolution in particular captures both periods of
rapid increase, during the initial burst of star formation,
and then periods of slight decline due to the accretion of
lower-metallicity dwarf galaxies or pristine gas from the
inter galactic medium. This galaxy also suggests that
even the most massive early-types could still be actively
forming some stars at z = 0. In fact, the rate of star for-
mation and even the sSFR at z = 0 can be similar to that
of the Milky Way. However, compared to the vast bulk of
stars already formed, the recently formed stellar mass is
negligible. In this simulated galaxy only 5% of the stars
were formed in the last 5.5 Gyr. It is also notable that
despite the more complex star formation and metallicity
enrichment history (compared to the toy model seen in
Figure 5), the offset and scatter between true and SSP
M/L is still significantly smaller in the W1 band for this
galaxy.
As described in Section 3 we bin the EAGLE SFHs
into bins of age and metallicity in order to speed up the
analysis. We have examined a subset of galaxies using
both the binning prescription and one where we analyse
each star particle individually, this analysis confirmed
that our binning procedure leads to no significant differ-
ences when compared to analysing the full star particle
sample. However, this is not the case if the data is binned
only by age i.e. if the average metallicity is calculated
at each timestep (e.g. the black solid line in the age-
metallicity panel of Figure 6), in such a binning scheme
the influence of lower metallicity stars at younger ages
(from accreted dwarfs) is suppressed.
4. MASS-TO-LIGHT RATIOS OF SIMULATED QUIESCENT
GALAXIES
4.1. Selecting Quiescent Galaxies
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Figure 6. Star formation history and resulting M/LTrue to M/LSSP ratio for a massive (M? = 6×1011M) early-type galaxy from the
EAGLE simulation. The format is the same as in Figure 5 except that in the age vs metallicity panel the background colour scale shows
the age and metallicity distribution of all stellar particles which end up in the galaxy in z=0. The solid black and white line in this case
shows the mean metallicity in 250 Myr wide bins of age, while the cyan dashed lines show the 10 and 90% percentiles of the metallicity
distribution. From this distribution it is clear that the metallicity evolution of the galaxy is complex, it is not simply a monotonically rising
function of the age, it is also clearly heavily skewed towards higher values of metallicity, at all ages. At various points accreted gas or stars
from smaller galaxies lead to decreasing average metallicity for stars of that particular age bin relative to those around it. At other times
in-situ star formation rapidly drives the metallicity back up to the more typical value of ∼ 0.5 dex.
We are interested primarily in SFHs that lead to
early-type/quiescent galaxies, because the light output at
3.4/3.6µm for such galaxies is unaffected by significant
dust emission that would bias the M/L determination,
and the maximum contribution due to non-stellar emis-
sion is 15% for such galaxies (Querejeta et al. 2015). We
first limit our selection to galaxies with total stellar mass
> 109.5 M at z = 0 to ensure adequate sampling of the
ISM and hence to reduce resolution-dependent stochas-
ticity in the star formation rate (Furlong et al. 2015). We
choose to use the specific star formation rate (sSFR) vs.
stellar mass space as an quiescent galaxy selector as op-
posed to a more typical color-magnitude or color-stellar
mass selection, because this measure is independent of
the choice of post-processing done to the EAGLE simu-
lations to convert their stellar masses into luminosity. In
other words we avoid any problems caused by there be-
ing a mismatch between the models used by the EAGLE
simulations to convert mass-to-light, and our approach.
In practice these selections also ensure that none of the
galaxies selected form more than 5% of their stars within
the last 2 Gyr. Such a limit also has the positive bene-
fit for real observed galaxies of limiting the uncertainty
caused by highly luminous AGB phases which are most
problematic for young ages and are not well constrained
in the SSP models used to determine the M/L.
The left panel of Figure 7 shows the sSFR for the full
sample of EAGLE galaxies from the 100 Mpc3 volume,
while the right panel shows the observed distribution
from the SDSS (Kauffmann et al. 2003a; Brinchmann
et al. 2004; Salim et al. 2007). The comparison between
observed and simulated galaxies is not entirely fair, as
the simulated galaxies are able to measure sSFRs that
are significantly lower (the minimum sSFR is effectively
set by the minimum particle mass) than the observed
galaxies, where observational effects mean that either
upper limits are all that can be measured, or the sSFR
is fixed to be zero. Furthermore, there is a fundamen-
tal difference between the EAGLE sample and that of
SDSS, the former is volume limited, while the latter is a
magnitude limited. Regardless, it is clear that simulated
galaxies exist with approximately the correct combina-
tions of sSFR and stellar mass to be safely selected as
early-type/quiescent galaxies. Given that the volume-
limited sample (if large enough to reduce cosmic vari-
ance) is the truer representation of the real Universe we
therefore select all EAGLE simulated galaxies which have
sSFR < 10−11 yr−1 as our simulated quiescent galaxy
sample. This selection yields a total sample of 2185 sim-
ulated galaxies.
4.2. Estimating M/L Using SSP-Equivalent Ages and
Metallicities
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Figure 7. Left Panel: The specific star formation rate vs. stellar mass for simulated galaxies from the EAGLE projects 100 Mpc3 volume
(Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015) for all galaxies with M? > 109.5M. All simulated galaxies which have sSFR < 10−13 yr−1 (which
includes many with sSFR=0, i.e. no star formation at all in the last time step) are plotted with 2×10−13 yr−1 for clarity. Right Panel:
The specific star formation rate vs. stellar mass for the SDSS sample from the MPA/JHU VAGC (Kauffmann et al. 2003a; Brinchmann
et al. 2004; Salim et al. 2007). As in the left panel all galaxies which have sSFR < 10−13 yr−1 are plotted with 2×10−13 yr−1 for clarity.
The red sequence, green valley, and blue cloud are all clearly visible in this parameter space, with the red sequence particularly prominent
as the over density of objects with sSFR ∼ 10−12 yr−1. The apparent difference between the EAGLE and SDSS distributions is due to
the difference between the volume limited EAGLE pseudo-survey and the magnitude limited SDSS survey. The dashed line in each panel
shows our chosen sSFR limit used to select quiescent/early-type galaxies.
Figure 8 shows the result of measuring the mismatch
between the true M/L and the luminosity-weighted SSP-
equivalent M/L for each of the EAGLE galaxy SFHs. We
plot the ratio of the true to SSP M/L vs. stellar mass to
search for signs of a systematic trend in the mismatch
parameter. Furthermore, the color scale indicates the
sSFR of the simulated galaxies in order to search for
signs of a correlation with this parameter. The orange
dashed line is the best-fit linear relation to the colored
dots (with the parameters of the fit indicated at the top
of the panel). The grey scale shows the density of 50
Monte Carlo simulations of the input data where to the
luminosity-weighted age and metallicity noise was added
following the prescription given in Section 3. The green
solid line is the median of the grey points in bins of stellar
mass, the green dashed lines are the ± 1σ error bars on
the median.
Several points are immediately apparent from an in-
spection of Figure 8:
• The significant reduction in the scatter of the
M/LTrue to M/LSSP ratio for the W1 relative to
the R band is clear, especially before observational
errors are applied (colored points). The scatter in
the R band varies from 3% to 8%, while in the
W1 band it is only 1% to 3%. This scatter rep-
resents the minimum possible uncertainty achiev-
able when using this method to ascribe a perfectly
known luminosity-weighted average age and metal-
licity to a stellar population.
• In the W1 band there is a statistically significant
systematic trend of increasing offset between true
and SSP M/L with decreasing stellar mass. This
trend appears to be due to the fact that the EA-
GLE simulations are able to reproduce the effect
of cosmological downsizing (Cowie et al. 1996).
This downsizing is the observation that, on aver-
age, lower-mass galaxies build up larger fractions of
their stellar mass at lower redshift than high-mass
galaxies. Again, where there is a larger fraction
of younger stars, the SSP M/L has more difficulty
accurately reproducing the true average M/L. The
magnitude of this offset is small, never more than
3-4% in the W1 and could be iteratively removed.
• If such a mass dependent trend for the R band ex-
ists, it appears to be obscured by increased scatter
in that band due to its larger sensitivity to SFH. In
contrast to naive expectations, the worst outliers in
the R band (those with M/LTrue / M/LSSP > 1)
are due to the oldest galaxies. A quick glance at
Figure 2 reveals the cause. The M/L ratio changes
most dramatically at old ages; the outlying galax-
ies are those where most of their light comes from
stars with a wide spread in metallicity at relatively
old ages, typically with little or no star formation
later than 8 Gyr. For such galaxies the R band
M/L of their stars can span 2 to 4.5 due to the
relatively rapid period of metallicity increase com-
mon to most galaxies during the first ∼4 Gyr (see
10
Figure 6), no single SSP is able to adequately re-
produce the M/L in this situation. Because these
galaxies are then mostly truncated, they never get
to build enough additional stars to overpower this
effect. In contrast for W1 the M/L change over
the same metallicity range is 40-50% so the effect
is much less pronounced.
• Finally, even when realistic observational errors are
applied (see grey scale in the background), the 1σ
scatter is a maximum of 13% in W1.
Figure 9 again shows the mismatch between true
and luminosity-weighted SSP-equivalent M/L against
the stellar mass, only in this case the color scale indi-
cates the luminosity-weighted age of each galaxy. We
omit the additional Monte-Carlo simulations for clarity
here. From this figure it is clear that offsets from the true
to SSP M/L = 1 relation for W1 are driven by age dif-
ferences. When the SSP equivalent age is > 9 Gyr, there
is essentially no offset, no systematic trend with mass,
and almost negligible scatter for the W1 band (when ne-
glecting observational errors). We shall discuss this point
further in Section 5.
4.3. “Constant” Mass-to-Light Ratios
In the previous sections we examined the use of the
SSP-equivalent (i.e. luminosity-weighted) age and metal-
licity of a composite stellar population to derive the ap-
propriate average M/L for that population. We found
that given the current observational uncertainties this
approach leads to a maximum systematic uncertainty
(which can be removed) of only ∼4% and a random scat-
ter (assuming the smallest currently achievable observa-
tional uncertainties on SSP ages and metallicities) of only
13%. If the uncertainties on the observational measure-
ment of SSP parameters could be entirely removed the
theoretical minimum uncertainty introduced by differ-
ences in the SFH is a remarkably small ∼3% (for the
most massive galaxies).
We now examine the common situation whereby the
spectroscopic data necessary for the inference of the SSP
equivalent age and metallicity are unavailable. Previ-
ous studies have indicated that constant mass-to-light
ratios in the NIR can be used to provide remarkably accu-
rate stellar mass estimators for both early-type galaxies
(Meidt et al. 2014) and even late type disks (Querejeta
et al. 2015; McGaugh & Schombert 2015). Meidt et al.
(2014) used a range of exponentially declining SFHs com-
bined with an empirically updated form of the Bruzual
& Charlot (2003) models to demonstrate that a single
M/L ratio of 0.6 for the IRAC 1 3.6µm band can provide
a good approximation to the true stellar mass, with only
0.1 dex scatter. Similarly, McGaugh & Schombert (2015)
used both a color-mass-to-light ratio relation from pop-
ulation synthesis models, and the Baryonic Tully-Fisher
relation, to demonstrate that galaxy disks were well fit
by a single M/L of 0.45 (at 3.6 µm) with a scatter of only
0.12 dex. Using the S4G sample, Querejeta et al. (2015)
find essentially exactly the same M/L (M/Ls range from
∼0.4 to 0.55) for their sample of disk galaxies later than
Sa. In fact, a M/L of 0.45 is consistent with the M/L pre-
dicted by our SSP models when the observed luminosity-
weighted age and metallicity of spiral galaxy thin disks
(< 1 Gyr in the outer regions of the disk; Yoachim &
Dalcanton 2008) is used to select the appropriate M/L.
Our simulated EAGLE SFHs enable us to go a step
further, and examine the M/L distribution of simu-
lated quiescent/early-type galaxies. As Figure 10 clearly
demonstrates, the spread in M/L for the full sample is
remarkably small, in the R band the median M/L is 2.70,
with a 1-σ scatter of only 0.38, for the W1 band the me-
dian M/L is 0.86 with a 1-σ scatter of 0.08. The value of
the median M/L is larger than the 0.6 found by Meidt
et al. (2014), which likely reflects the slightly different
SFHs assumed, slight bandpass and zeropoint differences
between the IRAC 1 and W1 filters, and zeropoint dif-
ferences between the two sets of SSP models used to de-
termine the evolution of the M/L (a modified version of
Bruzual & Charlot 2003 for Meidt et al. 2014, and Bres-
san et al. 2012, 2013 used here). Comparison with ob-
served galaxies will be required before the exact zeropoint
can be reliably determined (i.e. by comparing dynami-
cal and stellar masses derived with varying zeropoints).
However, the general trends and behavior described here
are independent of the zeropoint, and the results should
therefore be robust, irrespective of the flavor of stellar
population model used to construct the M/L grids.
The tight distribution of M/L displayed by the simu-
lated quiescent/early-type galaxies indicates that using
a single fixed M/L provides an accurate mass estima-
tor, with scatter of only ∼9%. This is only a factor of
three larger than the theoretical minimum uncertainty
of the SSP M/L method derived in Section 3.3. It is
also slightly better than the typical uncertainty (∼13%)
of the SSP-based method, when the current typical ob-
servational uncertainties on the luminosity-weighted age
and metallicity are taken into account.
However, remarkably, it is possible to further improve
the accuracy of this stellar mass indicator. As Figure
11 shows, the M/L correlates strongly with the stellar
mass of the galaxy. This trend is driven primarily by the
changing average age of the galaxies with stellar mass,
which itself is a result of the EAGLE simulations ability
(Furlong et al. 2015) to reproduce a form of cosmological
“downsizing” (Cowie et al. 1996). This is the observa-
tion that lower mass galaxies form more of their stars
at later epochs compared to higher mass galaxies, hence
the average age of the low mass galaxies is lower than
that of high mass galaxies. The well-behaved nature of
the trend, and the tightness of the relation (the scatter
about the relation varies from a maximum of 9% to only
3%) suggests that an iterative approach could be used to
determine the appropriate M/L to use for any particular
galaxy.
We have tested whether such an iterative approach will
work and find that when starting with the median M/L
of the full population (2.70 in R and 0.86 in W1), and
using the following fits:
M/LR = 0.242× log10(M?/1010M) + 2.593, (1)
M/LW1 = 0.037× log10(M?/1010M) + 0.845, (2)
we find that convergence is obtained within 5 iterations
for all of our EAGLE simulated galaxies. We discuss
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Figure 8. The ratio of true M/L to that determined using the optically determined luminosity-weighted age and metallicity to select the
appropriate SSP M/L vs. total stellar mass (stars + remnants) for the full EAGLE simulated galaxy sample. The left panel shows the
result for the R band, the right panel for the W1 band. The color scale in both cases indicates the sSFR for the simulated galaxies. In
each panel the dashed orange line is the best-fit linear trendline, this is the result of a robust linear fit with outlier rejection to the data
using the IDL code ROBUST LINEFIT.pro. The grey scale in the background indicates the density of 50 Monte Carlo resimulations of
each of the coloured data points with appropriate stellar population errors (described in Section 3), the solid green lines are the median of
the Monte Carlo simulations and the dashed green lines are the ± 1-σ uncertainties on the medians of the Monte Carlo simulations.
in Section 5 the implications and positive and negative
aspects of both methods for determining the correct M/L
in the discussion section.
4.4. The Effect of Dust Extinction
Despite the significant effect that relatively small
amounts of dust extinction can have on derived stellar
masses (especially in the optical), most studies of early-
type galaxies do not attempt to measure or correct for
extinction internal to the galaxy being studied (as op-
posed to Milky Way extinction). Instead, the majority
of studies assume that early-types are dust free, despite
many early-type galaxies being shown to have significant
amounts of dust. For example, di Serego Alighieri et al.
(2013) find that around 17% of elliptical and 40% of
lenticular galaxies in the Virgo cluster have measurable
amounts of dust, a fraction that rises to 24% and 62%
in a volume-limited sample of early-type galaxies (Smith
et al. 2012).
Here using the NIR bands to determine stellar mass
again provides significant benefits. Based on the extinc-
tion corrections found in Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011)
and Yuan et al. (2013), the extinction in the W1 band is
a factor of 12 less severe than in the R band. Although
it must be noted that possible emission from the 3.3µm
PAH feature can complicate exactly how much cleaner
the W1 band is for a given dust mass. However, this ef-
fect is likely to be quite small, as Querejeta et al. (2015)
demonstrate that non-stellar emission always accounts
for less than 15% of the IRAC1 emission for early-type
galaxies from the S4G sample. Given the RV values from
Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) and Yuan et al. (2013), an
uncorrected uniform screen of dust providing 0.1 magni-
tudes of V band extinction would bias the M/L by 7% in
the R band and by 0.6% in the W1 band. With 0.5 mag
of V extinction the M/L would be incorrect by 31% in
the R and by 3% in the W1 bands respectively. Therefore
for any reasonable amount of dust extinction the effect
would be negligible in the W1 band whilst being signifi-
cant in the R band (and even worse in bluer bands).
5. DISCUSSION
It is clear from our results that the NIR bands at 3.4
and 3.6 µm (and to a very similar extent the K band
at 2.2 µm) provide an exceptional tracer of stellar mass.
The previously noted reduced (relative to the optical)
sensitivity of the M/L ratios of these bands to the age
of a stellar population translates directly into a reduced
sensitivity to the SFH as well.
Using the realistic SFHs from the EAGLE simulations
we have demonstrated that when a fully resolved SFH
is unavailable, the theoretical minimum uncertainty on a
derived M/L is of the order of 3% when using the M/L
of an SSP with the same luminosity-weighted age and
metallicity as the stellar population. Though we caution
that as discussed below the practically achieved mini-
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Figure 9. This figure is the same as Figure 8 except that the color scale indicates the luminosity-weighted age of the galaxy. It is clear
that for galaxies with luminosity-weighted age & 9 Gyr there is no systematic offset at all in the W1 band i.e. the darker red points fall on
true M/L to luminosity-weighted SSP-equivalent M/L = 1 and show no trend.
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Figure 10. Normalised histograms of the average mass-to-light
ratios for the EAGLE sample (defined in Section 4.1) in the R (blue
histogram) and W1 (red histogram) bands. The remarkably small
scatter in the distributions is clear.
mum uncertainty is nearer 13% when typical errors on
spectrally derived SSP age (∼2 Gyr) are included, and
the spectrally derived SSP parameters are assumed to be
unbiased compared to those of the true light-weighted pa-
rameters. Furthermore, the theoretical minimum scatter
does not account for the weak trend of a decreasing offset
from unity of the ratio of the true M/L to SSP M/L with
stellar mass observed in Figure 8. This trend is driven
by systematic changes in the population of galaxies with
stellar mass, in the sense that at lower mass there are
more young galaxies, and fewer uniformly old galaxies,
while at high mass, there are essentially only old galax-
ies. This trend, which is a manifestation of cosmological
downsizing, means that at all stellar masses the M/L
of old galaxies is well reproduced by the SSP M/L, but
galaxies which are younger (and found preferentially at
lower mass) have more extended SFHs which are harder
to reproduce with a single SSP equivalent M/L.
The minimum uncertainty is set by second order effects
that are not fully captured by the use of a luminosity-
weighted age and metallicity to ascribe an SSP M/L to
a particular stellar population. In principle, using the
observed residuals seen in Figure 9 (e.g. the age depen-
dence of the offset from the 1-to-1 relation), it is possible
to create an additional correction to further reduce this
uncertainty. However, as Figure 8 amply demonstrates,
this step would be largely irrelevant, as in practice the
uncertainty on the SSP M/L in the NIR is dominated
by the measurement uncertainties on the luminosity-
weighted age and metallicity of the stellar population.
For the parameterisation of the SSP age and metallic-
ity uncertainties used here (chosen to match those found
by the ATLAS3D survey), this uncertainty in the M/L is
around 13%. The typical uncertainties on the luminosity-
weighted age and metallicity would have to be reduced
by a factor of around 3 before the magnitude of the two
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Figure 11. The true M/L of each EAGLE galaxy plotted against stellar mass, symbols are the same as in the previous figures. The mass
dependence of the M/L is clear, as is the remarkably small scatter. The median M/L of the R and W1 bands are 2.70 and 0.86 and can be
used to iteratively determine an improved M/L (see text). We do not show the SDSS matched sample as there is no significant difference.
It is clear from this figure that the systematic change in M/L with stellar mass is primarily driven by systematic changes in the average
age of the galaxies with stellar mass.
effects would become comparable, and the application
of the additional age-dependent second-order correction
would become advantageous.
Using the same simulated galaxy SFHs, we have also
examined the efficacy of making use of “constant” NIR
M/L ratios to determine galaxy stellar masses. In com-
mon with other studies (Meidt et al. 2014; McGaugh &
Schombert 2015), we find that this approach provides a
robust stellar mass. However, because of the extra in-
formation provided by our simulated SFHs, we are able
to go a step further and employ an iterative approach to
derive a mass-dependent M/L for a quiescent/early-type
galaxy. This method accounts for the systematic varia-
tion of the population average M/L with galaxy stellar
mass. This again is a manifestation of the cosmologi-
cal downsizing, as Figure 11 demonstrates, the trend of
decreasing M/L with decreasing stellar mass is driven
by the decreasing average age of galaxies at lower stel-
lar mass. We caution that the exact form of this correc-
tion depends on the ensemble properties of the simulated
galaxies used to derive it, and the uncertainties on its use
are likely to be significantly larger than the stated scat-
ter, due in large part to a form of “cosmic variance” and
the relatively small number of simulated galaxies used
to define the correction. For example, if we define the
relation using quiescent/early-types selected exclusively
in cluster environments, the average ages at all stellar
masses would likely be higher and the slope of the re-
lation would change somewhat. However, regardless of
the exact form of the relation and hence on its applica-
bility as a correction formula, we are confident that this
behavior is an unavoidable consequence of the downsiz-
ing paradigm, and must be present in some form for real
galaxy populations.
Despite the apparently improved accuracy provided by
the mass-dependent M/L approach, we would still ad-
vise the use of the SSP-M/L approach in cases where
the necessary SSP ages and metallicities are available.
This is principally because the results of the SSP-M/L
approach are more robustly model independent; the max-
imum systematic offset indicated by the models is only
∼3-4% over the mass range studied, and as long as the
luminosity-weighted age of the galaxy is > 4 Gyr, this
uncertainty should not be exceeded. The accuracy of the
mass-dependent M/L depends on how closely the sample
of simulated galaxies used to derive it actually matches
the population of galaxies it is being applied to. For
example, if a large fraction of the observed galaxies are
lower mass, but genuinely old (i.e. SSP age > 9 Gyr),
the mass-dependent M/L method would lead to a signif-
icantly larger error than expected.
In either case, the use of W1/IRAC1 (or K) photom-
etry is strongly advised over the use of optical bands,
simply because the contribution of dust extinction in
quiescent/early-type galaxies is not zero and even 0.1
magnitudes of V extinction leads to a M/L bias of 7% in
the R band, but less than 0.6% in W1.
6. CONCLUSIONS
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Using state-of-the-art simple stellar population mod-
els (SSP) and cosmological hydrodynamical simulations,
we have examined the influence of the star formation
history (SFH) and the metallicity distribution on our
ability to recover accurate average stellar mass-to-light
ratios in the optical and near infrared. We find that
when additional information is available in the form of
the luminosity-weighted (i.e. SSP equivalent) age and
metallicity of the composite stellar population, it is
possible to determine accurately the stellar mass of a
quiescent/early-type galaxy using the NIR bands. We
find that when using the W1 band as the stellar mass
tracer for quiescent/early-type galaxies the maximum
systematic uncertainty due to variations in the SFH is
<4% for total stellar mass > 109.5 M, with a SFH-
dependent scatter at fixed stellar mass that is of a similar
order. When assuming appropriate uncertainties on the
luminosity-weighted age and metallicity (± 2 Gyr when
12 Gyr old, ± 0.25 Gyr when 2 Gyr old, and uncertainty
of 0.052 dex on metallicity at all ages), we estimate typ-
ical uncertainties on individual stellar mass estimates to
be < 13% when using the W1 band, while the equivalent
uncertainties for the R band are 2-3 times larger even be-
fore internal dust extinction effects (which are negligible
in the IR) are included. Where such high-quality, spec-
troscopically derived, SSP-equivalent ages and metallici-
ties are available we suggest their use in conjunction with
NIR W1/IRAC1 photometry as the most robust estima-
tor of early-type stellar mass.
Furthermore, we present an iterative method for de-
termining a mass-dependent M/L that yields formal un-
certainties < 9%. As this method requires no additional
information, it is ideally suited for large volume-limited
surveys which match the environment distribution seen
in the EAGLE simulations, but which lack suitable spec-
troscopic observations to determine SSP-equivalent ages
and metallicities.
In cases where the particular galaxy survey is not likely
to adequately sample the true volume-limited galaxy
population fairly (or more correctly the EAGLE repre-
sentation of the population), in order to avoid introduc-
ing sample dependent correlations it would be preferable
to assume a fixed NIR M/L.
In a forthcoming paper we will apply both these proce-
dures to data from the ATLAS3D survey, and use them to
investigate the existence of a systematic variation in the
IMF with stellar mass for quiescent/early-type galaxies.
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